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You see your grandmother's favorite bird outside your window
not long after her death. You inexplicably feel drawn to
vacation at a remote location you've never been to, only to
discover that your ancestors lived there hundreds of years
ago. Everywhere you look, you notice the numbers 1111—on
clocks, license plates, odometers. Signs from the afterlife are
everywhere—if you only know how to look. In this
groundbreaking book, you'll discover how meaningful
coincidence—synchronicity—is key to your connecting with
loved ones who have passed on. Such contact can come to
you through dreams and meditation, mediums and signs, and
more. From the unexpected appearance of familiar animals,
images, and sounds to clusters of numbers and objects, you'll
learn how to recognize when and how people from the other
side are trying to connect with you.
Four bodies, one suspect, no trace. The first case for
Detective Superintendent Roy Grace, and the first entry in a
bestselling mystery series by Peter James. It was meant to be
a harmless bachelor party prank. A few hours later four of his
best friends are dead and Michael Harrison has disappeared.
With only three days to the wedding, Detective
Superintendent Grace—a man haunted by the shadow of his
own missing wife—is contacted by Michael's beautiful,
distraught fiancée, Ashley Harper. Grace discovers that the
one man who ought to know Michael Harrison's whereabouts
is saying nothing. But then he has a lot to gain—more than
anyone realizes. For one man's disaster is another man's
fortune . . . Dead simple . . .
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One of the greatest adventure story writers of all time, H.
Rider Haggard’s novels have entertained readers for over a
hundred years. This comprehensive eBook offers readers all
of the FICTIONAL works that are in the US public domain, as
well as the usual Delphi bonus texts. (Version 2) Features: *
concise introductions to the novels and other works * ALL 50
novels in the US public domain, almost the complete works *
each novel has its own contents table * images of how the
novels first appeared, giving your eReader a taste of the
Victorian texts * the complete short stories, including rare
works often missed out of collections * many images relating
to Haggard’s life, works, places and film adaptations * EVEN
includes special ALLAN QUATERMAIN and AYESHA series
contents tables * features a selected non-fiction section,
including Haggard’s very first book * includes both volumes
of Haggard’s autobiography– explore the writer’s
adventurous life! * includes the rare bonus story PRINCE:
ANOTHER LION, first time in digital print * scholarly ordering
of texts in chronological order and literary genres, allowing
easy navigation around Haggard’s immense oeuvre *
UPDATED with complete text of MORNING STAR Please
note: due to US copyright laws, seven later novels cannot
appear in this volume. However, once they enter the US
public domain, they will be added to the eBook as a free
upgrade for all of our customers. Please visit
www.delphiclassics.com to browse our range of titles
CONTENTS: Allan Quatermain Series Ayesha Series The
Umslopogaas Series The Rise and Fall of the Zulu Nation
Series The Novels DAWN THE WITCH’S HEAD KING
SOLOMON’S MINES SHE JESS ALLAN QUATERMAIN MR
MEESON’S WILL MAIWA’S REVENGE COLONEL
QUARITCH, V.C. CLEOPATRA ALLAN'S WIFE BEATRICE
THE WORLD’S DESIRE ERIC BRIGHTEYES NADA THE
LILY MONTEZUMA’S DAUGHTER THE PEOPLE OF THE
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MIST JOAN HASTE HEART OF THE WORLD THE WIZARD
DR THERNE SWALLOW: A TALE OF THE GREAT TREK
ELISSA BLACK HEART AND WHITE HEART LYSBETH
PEARL-MAIDEN STELLA FREGELIUS THE BRETHREN
AYESHA: THE RETURN OF SHE THE WAY OF THE SPIRIT
BENITA: AN AFRICAN ROMANCE FAIR MARGARET THE
GHOST KINGS THE YELLOW GOD THE LADY OF
BLOSSHOLME MORNING STAR QUEEN SHEBA’S RING
RED EVE MARIE CHILD OF STORM THE WANDERER’S
NECKLACE THE HOLY FLOWER THE IVORY CHILD
FINISHED LOVE ETERNAL MOON OF ISRAEL WHEN THE
WORLD SHOOK THE ANCIENT ALLAN SHE AND ALLAN
THE VIRGIN OF THE SUN The Short Stories ALLAN THE
HUNTER A TALE OF THREE LIONS PRINCE: ANOTHER
LION HUNTER QUATERMAIN’S STORY LONG ODDS
SMITH AND THE PHAROAHS MAGEPA THE BUCK THE
BLUE CURTAINS LITTLE FLOWER ONLY A DREAM
BARBARA WHO CAME BACK THE MAHATMA AND THE
HARE Selected Non-Fiction CETYWAYO AND HIS WHITE
NEIGHBORS A WINTER PILGRIMAGE The Biography THE
DAYS OF MY LIFE Please visit www.delphiclassics.com to
browse our range of complete works titles
There's one thing more dangerous than testifying to a
crime—staying silent. Locked in the ruins of a California
Mission, Abby Travers watches helplessly as a girl dies
outside her window. As she struggles between her moral
obligation to come forward as a witness, and her commitment
to a Medieval religious practice that requires her to retreat
from the world, the situation spins out of control. Abby's
hesitation starts a series of catastrophes. She finds herself at
the center of a deadly cover up where every minute counts
and indecision could be fatal. She questions all her beliefs
and everyone she knows becomes suspect. To save herself
and those she loves, she must break free from her selfPage 3/26
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imposed prisons of stone and fear. The Sanctity of Sloth is a
taut, psychological thriller that answers the question: What
happens when a good woman does nothing? Fans of Paula
Hawkins and A.J. Finn will enjoy this third book in Greta
Boris's Seven Deadly Sins. The Seven Deadly Sins are not
sequential, and can be read and enjoyed in any order.
Procrastination is perilous - get your copy today!
‘Utterly heart-breaking, absorbing, and tender…will stay with
you long after you finish the last page.’ Christy Lefteri,
bestselling author of The Beekeeper of Aleppo ‘Beautiful.
Poignant. Phenomenal…I cried and I smiled…Truly a gem.’
Goodreads reviewer ‘Refugees are like seeds that scatter in
the wind, and land in different soils that become their
reluctant homes’ my mother once told me. As a small child, I
looked up at my mother and clutched her hand. The puffiness
of her palm reminded me of a loaf of warm pita bread, and
when she laced her fingers into mine like a pretzel, I felt safe.
I would have walked with her to the ends of the earth. When
Mona moved from California to Ramallah to teach conflict
resolution in a school for a year, she kept a journal. Within its
pages, she wrote her impressions of her homeland, a place
she had only experienced through her mother’s memories.
As she settled into her teaching role, getting to know her
students and the challenges they faced living in a militarized,
occupied town, Mona also embarked on a personal
pilgrimage to find her mother’s home in Jerusalem. Mona
had dreamed of being guided by her mother down the old
souqs, and the leafy streets of her neighborhood, listening to
the muezzin’s call for prayer and the medley of church bells.
But after fifty-nine years of exile, it was Mona’s mother who
held her daughter’s hand as they visited Jerusalem together,
walking the narrow cobblestone alleys of the Old City. Their
roles were reversed. Mona had become her Mama’s legs
and her memory – and the one to tell her story going forward.
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In My Mother’s Footsteps is a moving and heart-rending
journey of a daughter discovering her roots and recovering
her mother’s beloved past. It’s also an intimate and tender
account of daily life for Palestinians as never seen before. For
fans of The Bookseller of Kabul and The Beekeeper of
Aleppo. Read what everyone is saying about In My Mother’s
Footsteps: ‘An utterly heart-breaking, absorbing, and tender
account. Mona took me by the hand through the streets of
Jerusalem and brought it to life in a way I’ve never seen
before. This is such a timely and important story that will stay
with you long after you finish the last page.’ Christy Lefteri,
bestselling author of The Beekeeper of Aleppo ‘With
poignant tenderness, Halaby explores the weight of inherited
loss…This is an intimately detailed and moving account of
what's lost and found when human beings are displaced.’
Sahar Mustafah, author of The Beauty of Your Face, a 2020
New York Times Notable Book ‘This is a beautifully written
story told with honesty and passion…It will jerk those tears
right out of your head…Surely one of the best books of 2021.’
Goodreads reviewer, ????? ‘This painfully honest journey
into the Palestinian reality is both unique and very familiar.
This book humanizes the Palestinians through an accessible
and direct style.’ Ilan Pappe, Israeli historian ‘A beautifully
written, emotional and enlightening true story…A must read.’
Karen King, ????? ‘Beautiful. Poignant. Phenomenal…I cried
and I smiled…Truly a gem.’ Goodreads reviewer, ?????
‘Powerful, moving…exceptionally evocative…If you loved
works of fiction such as The Beekeeper of Aleppo or A
Thousand Splendid Suns, this memoir will not disappoint.’
Goodreads reviewer, ????? ‘What a powerful
experience…both heart-breaking and joyous…Thank you for
inviting us to live your story, Mona. …What a thrill to walk the
streets of Jerusalem with you and your mother.’ Pam
Nicholls ‘A beautifully written and intimate portrait of a
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relationship between a mother and daughter.’
the_suitable_girl, ????? ‘Moving, evocative and poignant…a
really insightful and touching book as well as an intimate
narration of family history and deep-rooted love of Palestine
and I learnt a lot from it.’ Resnas_readagram, ?????
‘Halaby's homegoing takes us past reductive headlines and
into the thorny and rich history of a family shaped, but not
hardened, by conflict. Her journey holds space and tender
lessons for all.’ Nadia Hashimi, Bestselling author of A
House Without Windows
She runs her trembling fingers over the dark, damp walls
surrounding her. Above her head, she hears heavy footsteps.
She knows she has nowhere to hide and as the door to the
cellar is flung open, she finally sees his face. It’s winter in
Black Rock Falls and, as tourists flock to the small town to
take in the snowy mountain peaks, one visitor makes a
sickening discovery. The frozen body of a young woman
hangs from a tree on the outskirts of town. Detective Jenna
Alton is called in to investigate. Jenna’s stomach turns as
she surveys the ice-cold remains, and she’s soon alerted to
similar burial sites nearby. With no missing persons reported,
Jenna and her deputy, David Kane, fear Black Rock Falls is
being used as a dumping ground for bodies. As the body
count mounts up, Jenna is more determined than ever to find
the person responsible. But as she tries to catch the killer out,
he outsmarts her once again and Jenna begins to wonder if
he knows her next move. Could he be closer to her than she
thinks? When the investigation takes Jenna to a homeless
shelter right in the heart of the community, she fears for the
life of a woman who hasn’t been seen for a few days. It’s
clear the killer is beginning to escalate, so Jenna ramps up
the investigation and puts herself in unthinkable danger. Can
she catch the murderer off guard, or does he already know
she’s on her way? Has Jenna finally met a killer she can’t
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catch? If you like Lisa Regan, Melinda Leigh and Kendra
Elliot, you will love this thrilling new book from bestselling
crime author D.K. Hood. What readers are saying about Her
Shallow Grave: “Another suspense filled thriller… This author
knows how to write a book which will grab your attention at
the turn of the first page and not let you go until the finish!
With an ending you won’t see coming, you will be blown
away by this story line!’ Stardust Book Reviews, 5 stars
“D.K. Hood has outdone herself with this one. The best one
yet!!! Superb!!!!!’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “Edge of your
seat thrill ride of a book. I couldn’t put it down and I finished it
in a day. I couldn’t read fast enough.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5
stars “Brilliant series – a page turner every time.’ NetGalley,
5 stars “A very well written and plotted novel… Interesting and
engaging.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars What readers are
saying about D.K. Hood: “Oh my, oh my God… This is another
cracking story!!!… This author really deserves the title of
Queen of Suspense… She had chills running down my spine
and I just couldn’t stop reading. Incredibly, mind-blowingly
brilliant!” B for Bookreview, 5 stars “What a fantastic book it
is. Totally addictive. I couldn’t turn the pages fast enough.”
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “An excellent read… Had me
captivated the whole way though… I had a couple of wow
moments that took my breath away. All in all a bloody brilliant
book that totally deserves 5 stars.” Bonnie’s Book Talk, 5
stars “Hold on to your hats for the surprise ending!”
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “Absolutely terrific read.”
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “Another phenomenal
instalment to this series. I love the new characters… Some
scenes had my heart threatening to burst out of my chest.”
NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars “Whew!… Thanks for the twist. I
never saw it coming!” Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “They just
keep getting better. I love this series.” NetGalley reviewer, 5
stars “This one ups the ante on pulse-pounding suspense…
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Full of action and surprising twists that the reader won’t see
coming.” Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars
The sequel to the award-winning Stepping on the Cracks.
“Sometimes heart-rending, sometimes funny, Gordy Smith
will prove memorable to all who meet him.”—Booklist (starred
review) In Following My Own Footsteps, sixth-grader Gordy
Smith comes to grips with the fear that he’ll turn out no better
than his abusive father . . . With his father now in jail and one
brother hospitalized, Gordy’s mother has no choice but to
take the family to their wealthy grandmother’s house in North
Carolina. There Gordy meets William, a boy who had polio
and is now wheelchair bound. Though they become friends,
Gordy’s plans to help William fail spectacularly. Matters only
get worse when Gordy’s father is released from prison and
his mother is poised to give him a second chance. Gordy
must decide where he belongs—with his dysfunctional parents
or with the grandma who is more than his match in
toughness, in courage, and in love. “A cast of unforgettable
characters inhabit this work, seasoned with WW II setting but
utterly contemporary in its concerns. Hahn is in top form,
proving through Gordy’s first-person narration that real love
can triumph over all kinds of adversity, and often
does.”—Kirkus Reviews “The complex characterizations,
period setting and Gordy’s brave attempts to break a cycle of
violence will hold readers’ interest.”—Publishers Weekly “It’s
a timeless social issue really, in any era, of having a
dysfunctional abusive parent . . . A very good story
showcasing complex friendships, familial relationships, and
inner conflict, all set in WW2 America.”—Cats and Fiction
Good and bad. Right and wrong. Decent and indecent. The
line that separates them is thinner than you think. PC Steve
Fuller has served as an officer for over twenty years. There’s
nothing he hasn’t seen, nothing he can’t deal with. He might
be closing in on forty but he’s still in good shape, his head on
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straight, his instincts sharp. Or so he thinks. Until Anna
Johnson. Hours before washing her dried blood from his
body, Steve holds the young woman’s hand in the wreckage
of the car, comforting her as best as one stranger to another
can in the most critical moment of her life. He’s the last
person she’ll see. She’s another tragic victim of the road.
Another fatality. At the end of another shift. Except she won’t
go away. Pale blue eyes and porcelain skin framed by ebony
hair haunt his sleep at night and his conscience during the
day. Compelled to find out more about what, or who, caused
Anna to lose control of the car that night, Steve goes looking
for answers. But they’re not easy to find. And the more he
tries to do right, the more everyone tells him he’s wrong, until
– piece by piece – he can’t be entirely sure of the difference
any more. As the autopilot driving his life falters – colleagues
questioning his decisions, physical sensations he can’t
control, thoughts that leave him uneasy – the truth about
Anna Johnson begins to unravel. And it’s nothing like he
expects. Critical Incident is a gripping and heart-breaking
page-turner, and the first book in the Code Zero police drama
series This book was previously published under the title No
Further Action "A wonderfully touching and powerful story." "A
must read for anyone who likes deep, sometimes funny,
sometimes heartbreakingly sad, explorations of the human
condition." "Had me engaged from the start"?

*
The fast and easy way to perfect your bowling game
Bowling is an inexpensive date, an affordable night
out for the whole family, and a fun hangout activity
for kids of all ages. Bowling For Dummies reveals
the tips, tricks, and rules of play for this iconic
American sport. While not every player can hope to
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bowl 300, you can improve your average and show
off for friends, family, and bowling league
teammates. Bowling For Dummies provides easy-tounderstand instructions for improving your bowling
game. The expert tips and advice take you through
every step of the game, from selecting the right
shoes to the proper way to yell, "Strike!" Packed with
photos and line drawings Step-by-step instructions
and illustrations included for all techniques Covers
beginner through more advanced techniques
Whether you're a casual bowler or on a bowling
league, the practical, friendly advice in Bowling For
Dummies will have you itching to hit the lanes to try
out your new skills.
Following the success of If The Cat Fits ... Stories of
a Vet's Wife, Chrystal Sharp is back with more heartwarming and hilarious tales about her husband and
son and their ever-growing family of animals. Dog In
My Footsteps covers a further five years in Chrystal's
life, and we are reunited with Philby the cat (who
abandons leopard hunting for seagull spotting) and
Whippy the greyhound (who prefers kittens to
puppies). Some of the older members of the family
pass on, while others join the household. Amongst
the new arrivals are a parrot who suffers a stroke, a
Dobermann straight from hell, and a feline sitting
tenant who comes with the family's new home. Apart
from the domestic species, the family learns to cope
with a variety of sick and injured wildlife - some of
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them very wild indeed! There are African penguins,
barn owl chicks, a black eagle and a seal who is
aptly named smash. Although poignant at times, Dog
In My Footsteps is a peek into the lives of a quirky,
not-too-conventional family whose relationship with
animals is anything but dull.
The worst secrets are often hidden by the shiniest
facade Heather lives in her dream house, has a
handsome husband and a successful career.
Famous in her field, she has legions of devoted
followers on social media. But all is not as rosy as
the Pinterest-perfect picture she lets them see.
Behind closed doors lurks a more sinister story.
Heather would be horrified if people knew about the
violent scarlet stain near the fireplace... or the
shocking secrets that keep her awake at night and
could destroy everything she cares about...
Managing an exciting new project should be a
breeze, but when she is forced to work alongside the
school bully that made her life hell, a new nightmare
starts. Her perfect facade begins unravelling before
the watchful eyes of her followers. Awful happenings
start to reach Heather in the one place she should
be safe - her home. Has one of her obsessive fans
taken things too far? Or is the ghost of her distant
husband haunting her? From the bestselling author
of the psychological thriller In Her Footsteps, You're
All Mine is a gripping psychological thriller full of
twists and turns that you will find hard to put down.
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Perfect for fans of Lesley Kara, K.L. Slater, Clare
Mackintosh, Teresa Driscoll, and Sarah A. Denzil.
It's a race against time as Detective Superintendent
Roy Grace tries to stop a grieving mother from taking
the law into her own hands in Dead Man's Grip, by
award winning crime writer Peter James. A university
student is killed in a tragic traffic accident while riding
their bicycle. When two of the drivers involved are
hunted down by a sadistic killer, Grace knows that
the third driver, Carly Chase, may be next. Carly, a
solicitor, believes hiding is not an option and heads
to New York to speak with the cyclist’s mother. But
Grace knows about the mother’s underworld
connections and that the family will stop at nothing to
take an eye for an eye . . . Although the Roy Grace
novels can be read in any order, Dead Man's Grip is
the seventh thrilling title in the bestselling series.
Enjoy more of the Brighton detective’s investigations
with Not Dead Yet and Dead Man's Time. Now a
major ITV series, Grace, starring John Simm.
For those who sometimes long to escape the
strictures of modern life or to inject a little more
drama and excitement into their workday world, the
remedy could be the collection of stories you hold in
your hand. Here for the taking are tales of high
adventure and low intrigue from masters of the genre
like John Buchan and Robert Louis Stevenson,
classics of crime and detection from veteran thriller
writers like Edgar Wallace and Arthur Conan Doyle,
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spine-chillers from the pens of Ambrose Bierce and
other purveyors of suspense and horror, and true
accounts of courage and survival from heroic and
intrepid individuals caught up in the rigours and
insanity of war or battling against the elements on
gruelling expeditions of discovery and
exploration.Between the covers of this crowded
volume, Wordsworth Editions has assembled from
the work of famous, less well-known and totally
unsung writers a treasure trove of rattling good yarns
to fire the imagination, chill the blood and perhaps
awaken (or reawaken) the spirit of adventure in any
reader who dares to plunge in!
She wakes to the sound of footsteps outside her
secluded home. Moving toward the window, she
scans the dark woods around her and freezes. A tall
figure in a long dark coat holds a crossbow pointed
right at her. She blinks as lightning cracks overhead.
But when she opens her eyes, the figure has
vanished… When the body of a man is found in the
dense forest surrounding Black Rock Falls, Sheriff
Jenna Alton immediately sees disturbing similarities
with a past case—the same murder weapon, the
remote beauty spot, and the way the victim is
perched against a tree with no sign of a struggle. But
the killer in that case was jailed for life. Jenna
suspects a copycat killer and her fears are confirmed
when, during the town’s Halloween festival, the
bodies of two tourists are found further down the
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remote trail. They too had been hunted down and
murdered in another picturesque spot and all Jenna
can hope is that the man behind bars can help her
catch the twisted monster behind these new deaths.
As she comes face to face with the vicious murderer
who has haunted her dreams for years, she is sure
he knows more than he’s telling her. Looking deep
into Jenna’s eyes, as if they’re two old friends
catching up, he promises to take his final revenge on
her for locking him up. But before she can learn
more, he is dragged away by prison guards. When a
sudden emergency call takes Jenna and her deputy
David Kane deep into the woods, Jenna senses
something is very wrong about the situation. As a
strange calmness falls over the forest, a familiar face
emerges from the shadows. Will this killer be the one
who finally takes down Sheriff Alton, and can they
make it out of the forest alive? If you love heartracing crime books by authors like Lisa Regan,
Melinda Leigh and Kendra Elliot, you will love this
exciting thriller from USA Today bestselling author
D.K. Hood. **Each Kane and Alton book can be read
as part of the series or as a standalone** What
readers are saying about Cross My Heart: “Wow!… A
real heart-pounder!… It had intrigue, suspense and
lots of heart-pounding moments! Lots of twists and
turns and definitely some jaw-dropping moments!”
Sassy Southern Book Blog, 5 stars “Hold, please,
while I catch my breath… Holy smokes! This is one
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intense ride… I stayed up to 2am and I had to force
myself to go to sleep. Then I woke up and needed to
finish it.” Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “Amazing and
brilliant… Had chills running a marathon up and down
my spine.” Bforbookreview, 5 stars “OMG! This
drew me in quickly… I devoured this… A captivating
roller coaster of a book.” NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars
“Exceptional… OMG, a fast-paced book that keeps
you on the edge of your seat… Oh my word, this one
was brilliant.” NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars “Pageturner from the start!” Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars
“Wasn’t that a roller coaster ride! Fasten your
seatbelts readers, it’s a gloriously bumpy ride.”
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “Another thrill ride… The
action starts and doesn’t let up. It’s intense, dark
and full of suspense.” NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars
“Loved it!… What a thriller… These books give me
chills… It does not slow down and keeps you on your
toes… An intense thriller!” When The Book Ends, 5
stars “This book had me up past my bedtime… Be
prepared – you’re in for a wild ride.” NetGalley
reviewer, 5 stars “I was on the edge of my seat… I
love this author. I love this series. Each book is
fabulous… I love everything about it.” NetGalley
reviewer, 5 stars “An absolute heart-hammering
cracker.” Carla Kovach, 5 stars
One night changes her life forever... But the past
won't let her go... Harriet is trapped in an unhappy
marriage to her abusive husband, Dan. She dreams
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of a life where she does not have to live in constant
fear. One night, she finally summons the courage
and makes the life-changing decision to leave him
behind for good. She leaves with only a suitcase and
a closely-guarded box she is terrified of anyone
discovering... Eighteen-months on, Harriet has her
freedom. Or does she? She is living her lifelong
dream of running a successful art gallery. She
should be happy, but things are not what they
appear. Her perfect world is plagued by crippling
anxiety and disturbing nightmares. Dark secrets from
her past threaten to tear her new world apart. Why is
she so terrified of her own family finding her? Can
she ever truly escape the past? Soon, Harriet will
learn that running from her worst fears is a
dangerous mistake and one that will have deadly
consequences. In Her Footsteps is a gripping
psychological thriller with a breathtaking twist.
Perfect for fans of Clare Mackintosh, K.L. Slater,
Lisa Hall, Sue Fortin and Laura Marshall. What
people are saying about In Her Footsteps: ..".I
couldn't put this book down. It had me guessing what
was going to happen next. Five stars..." ..".Held my
breath all the way through reading this cracking grip
lit novel. Had me gripped from the first page.
Couldn't tell where it was heading and the twist left
me completely reeling. Fantastic..." ..".A fantastic
debut. Had me hooked from beginning to end.
Looking forward to more from this author..." ..".A
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clever and gripping read with a stunning twist that
really stays with you for days afterwards. A must
read..." ..".A gripping and twisty little read that fans of
Erin Kelly's He Said/She Said will love..."
“Morgan Rice has come up with what promises to be another
brilliant series, immersing us in a fantasy of valor, honor,
courage, magic and faith in your destiny. Morgan has
managed again to produce a strong set of characters that
make us cheer for them on every page.…Recommended for
the permanent library of all readers that love a well-written
fantasy.” --Books and Movie Reviews, Roberto Mattos
(regarding Rise of the Dragons) A bundle of the first two
books in Morgan Rice’s new #1 Bestselling epic fantasy
series OF CROWNS AND GLORY (SLAVE, WARRIOR,
QUEEN and ROGUE, PRISONER, PRINCESS). Here are
two bestselling novels, all in one convenient file, which offer a
great introduction to the OF CROWNS AND GLORY series.
Over 150,000 words of reading, all for an incredible price—it
also makes the perfect gift! In SLAVE, WARRIOR,
QUEEN,17 year old Ceres, a beautiful, poor girl in the Empire
city of Delos, lives the harsh and unforgiving life of a
commoner. By day she delivers her father’s forged weapons
to the palace training grounds, and by night she secretly
trains with them, yearning to be a warrior in a land where girls
are forbidden to fight. With her pending sale to slavehood,
she is desperate. 18 year old Prince Thanos despises
everything his royal family stands for. He abhors their harsh
treatment of the masses, especially the brutal
competition—The Killings—that lies at the heart of the city. He
yearns to break free from the restraints of his upbringing, yet
he, a fine warrior, sees no way out. In ROGUE, PRISONER,
PRINCESS . 17 year old Ceres, finds herself forced, by royal
decree, to fight in the Stade, the brutal arena where warriors
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from all corners of the world come to kill each other. Pitted
against ferocious opponents, her chances of survival are slim.
Her only chance lies in drawing on her innermost powers, and
making the transition, once and for all, from slave to warrior.
18 year old Prince Thanos wakes on the isle of Haylon to
discover he has been stabbed in the back by his own people,
left for dead on the blood-soaked beach. Captured by the
rebels, he must crawl his way back to life, find who tried to
assassinate him, and seek his revenge. Ceres and Thanos, a
world apart, have not lost their love for each other; yet the
Empire court teems with lies, betrayal and duplicity, and as
jealous royals weave intricate lies, they each, in a tragic
misunderstanding, are led to believe the other is dead. The
choices they make will determine each other’s fate. Of
CROWNS AND GLORY tells an epic tale of tragic love,
vengeance, betrayal, ambition, and destiny. Filled with
unforgettable characters and heart-pounding action, it
transports us into a world we will never forget, and makes us
fall in love with fantasy all over again. Book #3 in OF
CROWNS AND GLORY will be released soon!
The recently "cleaned up" General Oaks Housing Projects still
has an undersurface of drugs, prostitutes, pushers and
violence. But it's the only home that bi-racial teen mom,
Chrysta Perry, knows. At nineteen, she lives with her stern
grandmother, Ms. Jane and has three interests, men, money
and "doing hair." Church is no longer in the picture for
neighbor, Janice Rivers, a twenty-eight year old ex- soloist
and mother of two. The reclusive Janice moved into General
Oaks following several beatings, handed out by her husband.
Finally, Kimberly Mayes has just moved in around the corner.
At twenty-three, she has always been headstrong and
ambitious; now she finds herself newly widowed and raising
three children under the age of five alone. Each of these
three women has big dreams and knows that they will never
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be realized with their current paychecks. After a chance
meeting brings them together, they form an unbreakable
bond and become Millionaire Ghetto Moms.
You're All MineA Dark and Twisty Psychological Thriller You
Can't Put Down
Footsteps, like Hemingway's For Whom the Bell Tolls and
Wouk's The Winds of War, is a story filled with suspense,
romance, and sudden violence. It is 1941, only days after the
infamous attack at Pearl Harbor. Two young army lieutenantsJennifer, a beautiful nurse, and Jonathan, who falls in love
with her almost immediately-are sent to rescue a worldfamous physicist from behind German lines in Norway. The
physicist had been dispatched by Roosevelt to spy on
German atomic energy progress. Chased by the enemy,
hampered by the physicist's deteriorating health, impacted by
a blossoming romance, and faced with harsh winter
conditions, the two young Americans struggle to avoid
disaster. An epic battle occurs-with results that echo
throughout the novel. The explosive action of Footsteps soon
expands to include the whole war-torn world, with action
scenes involving the doomed Allied raid at Dieppe, the
Russian Front, the Normandy D-Day invasion, and ferocious
air battles in the Pacific. Fictional characters with significant
roles include an American fighter pilot, a British Special
Operations officer, overworked medical personnel, and a pair
of German officers-one cruel, the other surprisingly tenderhearted. World War II rages, and human emotions smolder,
clouded by issues of conscience and morality. Survivors meet
again-enemies as well as friends-in ways both dreamed of
and quite shocking.
The Devarayas are the powerful people in Tular. Their manor
is the birthplace of unbelievable rumors. Although every
rumor has a bit of truth to it, isn't it? Tara Devaraya is a young
widow running from her dreadful past and perverse sins. She
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carries a secret that can destroy her life. Wherever she goes,
trouble and despair follow. When she has a chance to reunite
with her family, she takes it. What starts as a harmless pursuit
of happiness takes a nasty turn when she stumbles into the
secrets of the people she loves. They all carry secrets that
are far more sinister than hers. Amid the entanglement of love
and yearning, she becomes a player in someone's game of
revenge. The consequences of knowing the truths put her life
in jeopardy. She's faced with two choices: Reveal her secret
or repeat the same sin.
How do you catch a killer when no one believes that a murder
has been committed? Detective Damien Drake is back, but
after what happened with the Butterfly Killer, he’s no longer
associated with the NYPD. Now Drake heads his own PI firm,
which specializes in dealing with paranoid housewives and
rich suburbanites suspicious that their nannies are stealing
their silverware. That is until a visitor comes to him with a
series of photographs of dead people. The problem is, no one
believes that the victims in the images have actually been
murdered. Staged to look like suicide, the victims follow a
pattern that Drake is determined to crack. But as the body
count rises, the real difficulty becomes determining the
victims’ true Cause of Death... Cause of Death: A Gripping
Medical Murder Thriller is the second book in the best-selling
Detective Damien Drake series that is bound to leave you
breathless. Grab your copy today!
A tantalizing web of seduction and adventure , a group of
teenagers from the historic town of Lewisburg, West Virginia
come face to face with their familys secrets, their friends
betrayal, and the truth about their own hometown. Someone,
or something, has targeted Rachel, the youthful , spunky,
new kid . A loner by nature, she is found unconscience, in an
abandoned farmhouse. One of her rescuers, Cole, takes
interest in his newly found treasure. Trying to understand why
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she would be at one of the most haunted sites in Lewisburg,
her new friends are compelled to let her in on a few secrets of
their own. Nate, the third aspect of the triangle, throws sparks
of his own compelling her to choose between the paths that
lie before her. Only one will lead to the truth. Lewisburg is
more than just the Coolest Small Town in America , it is also
a network of underground tunnels , a hub for conspiracy and
years of family lies, and a resting place for souls trying to find
their way.
An unconventional Vampire novel, NosFairytale suggests that
what we are taught about vampires is wrong. The lore we
know is merely a cover up for what vampires really are. They
are just like us in appearance and demeanor. They walk in
the light as we do. They hide the secrets of their feeding
habits from the ones they love as easily as one tells a white
lie. Some have only that to hide, but others must hide their
motives and aspirations. The bones and belongings of the
deceased are discarded, but their thirst for wealth and
comfort are on full display in this story. Within the city of
Atlanta, Georgia, two criminal organizations struggle for
control of territories and markets. The young organization,
Silo, hopes to overtake and consume its rival, the
organization lead by Mr. C, a name known only by rumor, but
backed by carnage. The struggle of the two organizations is
slow to start, until Mr. C. finds the means to force a new
recruit to work for them, a recruit they don’t know is a
vampire. The vampire is proficient at first, but even more so
when Silo kills Norine, the woman he loves, and nearly kills
him. The vampire had only one reason to pace himself,
Norine, and without her, he is unrestrained... even Mr. C.
finds the vampire can’t be held back. The only things that
sparkle during his rampage are blood and broken glass.

Three months into her new role as a psychiatrist at a
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clinic inNew York, Erin Cartwright is asked to
evaluate the case of a manwho murdered his mother
and sisters at the age of seventeen.Found not guilty
by reason of insanity and held in a maximum
securitypsychiatric facility for twenty-seven years,
TimothyStern is now eligible for release. Upon
learning the crimeoccurred in the same village she
once visited as a child, Erinis on the verge of
refusing to take the case, when a startlingdiscovery
triggers memories she’d rather keep hidden, and
asuspicion the wrong man is behind bars.For fans of
beautifully written, psychologically probing crime
They’re gifted. They’re powerful. And they're after
her. Ava Michaels isn’t sure what’s real anymore.
She’s haunted by terrifying nightmares of a huge,
hulking man with mismatched eyes. But then that
same man shows up on her doorstep and tries to
abduct her – and her mild-mannered physics tutor,
Caleb Foster, appears out of nowhere to come to her
defense. And she has no idea why. On the run for
her life, Ava discovers a secret, ancient race with
amazing gifts and abilities. But they see her as a
threat, and now her life is on the line. She can’t hide
forever, and must find a way to survive – with or
without Caleb’s help. Along the way, Ava learns
she’s not really normal. In fact, she’s not simply
human. She’s a little bit MORE. All three books of
the action-packed MORE Trilogy are now bundled in
one complete set. Download today and binge the
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In ''Monkey Grip'', Helen Garner charts the lives of a
generation. Her characters are exploring new ways
of loving and living - and nothing is harder than
learning to love lightly. Nora and Javo are trapped in
a desperate relationship. Nora's addiction is romantic
love; Javo's is hard drugs. The harder they pull
away, the tighter the monkey grip. A lyrical, gritty,
rough-edged novel that deserves its place as a
classic of Australian fiction
FRACTURE - \?frak-sh?r\ 1. to cause a crack or
fracture in; break 2. to damage or destroy 3. the act
or process of breaking or the state of being broken
Four years after the Resistance's plan for retribution
was foiled, the galaxy as a whole is at peace. The
people of Haphez remain independent and free of
Federation scrutiny thanks to a major sacrifice by
one of their own. Those affected by the loss have
found new purpose. Life goes on. But peace is only
an illusion. Tension is brewing between two major
players in the galactic underworld. When
commissioned with hunting down a rogue Haphezian
assassin, Aroska Tarbic, Skeet Duvo, and Zinni Vax
are drawn into that underworld, a place where
anything goes and no one is innocent. A routine
assignment turns into a matter of life and death as
they find themselves caught in the middle of a gang
war...and hunted by their own quarry. As the conflict
rages across multiple worlds, the search for this
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elusive killer pits the Alpha team against new
enemies, introduces them to unlikely new allies...and
leads them to cross paths with someone else they
hadn't expected to find. Someone who didn't want to
be found. Someone who may just be their only hope
for survival.
In the cataclysm of the battle of the gods, a portal to
Hell has been opened, releasing legions of unnatural
creatures that have pushed humanity to the edge of
extinction. While warring deities clash with fallen
angels, the only hope for mankind’s survival lies
with the most unlikely heroes: Former assassin
Rachel Hael has rejoined blood-magician Mina
Greene and her little dog, Basilis, on one last
desperate mission to save the world from the
ravages of Hell. As Rachel travels to the final
confrontation she has both sought and feared, she
begins to realize that time itself is unraveling. And so
she must prepare herself for a sacrifice that may
claim her heart, her life, her soul—and even then it
may not be enough.
Set in Leira, Portugal in the 1870s, follows the love
affair of young Father Amaro with nubile Amelia, and
their interactions with Amelia's mother, her atheist
suitor, and her mother's lover, the priest Canon Dias.
From a young girl who cherishes her grandmother's
old violin to a woman diagnosed with cancer, Lie Still
takes you on an intimate journey through life with all
its challenges, joys, disappointments and hopes.
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Ultimately, we see that victory lies in the way we
take on life, the way we love others, the way we love
ourselves. "The Heartless Words" examines the
impact of alcoholism, "Transports" looks at a woman
trying to escape a hopeless marriage, "Jack
Harrington's Word" reveals the far-reaching effect of
using the wrong word. All of Nancy Coolidge's
stories and poems deal with the daunting task of
letting go—whether it's love, friendship, dreams, or
death.Lie Still is a perfect reminder that a life lived
will contain sorrow as well as joy, hope as well as
disappointment, success as well as failure. It is our
reaction to the many facets of life that determine how
we live and how we die. This book is written with
humor, candor, and honesty. You won't be
disappointed in the journey.
al capital, but also with two illegitimate children?The
whole world waits to see Miss Su's jokes. Spent
However...... Unexpectedly miss Su unexpectedly
seems to change a person, return strong. Her
medical skill double unique, once through, not only
became a straw miss, but also with two drag bottles?
! All right, these two dolls will be cute smart niang,
full of intimate little padded jacket. Who knows
halfway out of the next country tyrant, not only to rob
her children, but also have the cheek to let her be
responsible! Don't! A tyrant with a black face.
Magic is real. Once, all women naturally possessed it. Over
the millennia, a group of men stole that magic, torturing it out
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of women to store in Books, so they can control it. One young
woman has the power to take it all back because she is the
last natural witch. Alexandrea Hawthorne's journey begins
with The Book Club.
Two Amish tales of redemption and love Jedidiah's Bride by
Rebecca Kertz When handsome stranger Jedidiah Lapp
saves her twin brothers' lives, Sarah Mast never expects to
see their hero again. When they meet once more, Sarah
begins to feel something special for him. Jedidiah soon sees
Sarah as part of his future, too. But dare he ask her to leave
her family behind and build a life with him? Plain Threats by
Alison Stone More than a year after her husband was
accused of murder and died in prison, someone is reminding
Amish widow Rebecca Fisher that all hasn't been forgiven.
Turning to Englisher and former army ranger Jake Burke for
help rattles her traditional community. But before long,
Rebecca senses Jake is the only person she can trust with
her safety...and her fragile heart.
One of Charles R. Swindoll's most powerful works,
Strengthen Your Grip has sold over one million copies. Now
in paperback, this revised and updated edition speaks more
eloquently today than ever before to a world coming apart at
its seams.
A collection of short stories about people both like us and yet
unlike us. A surfer who lost his hand discovers his best
friend's girlfriend on the waves of Ocean Beach; a desperate
couple tries to recoup a way of life and a kidnapped daughter;
a young tennis player learns about the complexities of family
life and history; a father loses a child and faith in a political
system. These stories have been published in literary
magazines nationally, including Other Voices, Talking River
Review, The Green Mountains Review, The Florida Review,
and Nimrod: An International Journal.
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